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TRAVEL AGENCY COMMISSIONER - AREA 1   
(DEPUTY TAC3) 
VERÓNICA PACHECO-SANFUENTES 
110 – 3083 West 4th Avenue 
Vancouver, British Columbia   V6K 1R5 
CANADA 

 
  DECISION 2014 - # 32 

 
In the matter of: 
   Creative Tours & Travels 

No. 3, 1st Floor Kapadia Chambers, Near Metro Cinema, 1-1c 
Cinema Road  
400020 Mumbai 
INDIA 
Represented by its Manager Director Mr. Abdul Kareem   
     

The Applicant  
   vs. 
 
   International Air Transport Association (“IATA”) 
              111 Somerset Road, #14-05 

TripleOne Somerset 
Singapore 238164 
Represented by its Manager, Agency Management, Asia Pacific, Ms. 
Nadya Widjaja 

          The Respondent  
 

 
I. The Case 

 

The Applicant sought a Travel Agency Commissioner’s review of the Respondent’s 

Notice of Irregularity (“NoI”) served on March 27, 2014 <<due to cheque return>>, 

causing <<the non-payment of reporting period 08-15 March 14, remittance date due 24 

March 2014>>. 

The Applicant seeks this NoI to be expunged from its records since it was due to a 

<<technical error>>, that was immediately corrected once becoming aware of it, by its 

own chequing action, though even before receiving any notice from the Respondent or  
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even from its own bank. Inadvertently, the Applicant, when paying the above mentioned 

BSP Report,  issued a post-dated cheque dated 24 March 2016; a mistake that not even 

the Applicant’s Bank perceived but IATA’s clearing Bank did notice and rejected the 

cheque triggering the NoI mechanism. 

 

It has been proven, and even acknowledged by the Respondent, that the Applicant had 

sufficient funds in its account as to cover the amount due by the due date. 

 

 

II. The Applicant’s arguments in summary 

 

The Applicant has stated: 

<<Before we represent our case for actually being not guilty, we would like you to refer 

below mentioned history of events happened in connection with referred case: 

24/03/2014 We had issued cheques for INR 63, 224, 310.00 from various approved  

  locations; 

24/03/2014 The Cheque issued for INR 11,76,169/- bearing cheque no. 000899 drawn  

  on Bank of Baroda, Siddaiah Road Branch, Bangalore, gets rejected at the  

  CTS Clearing House in Bangalore, even though having substantial  

  balance in the account [Which is substantiated from the attached  

  Bank letter]; 

26/03/2014 On verifying our Bank statement on the Internet at 12.00 pm we happen to 

  see the rejection of referred IATA payment cheque of INR 11,76,169, for  

  Bangalore Location; 

26/03/2014 Immediately at 12.20 pm RTGS in favour of IATA BSP India to the Bank  

  account with Deutsche Bank, Fort Branch, Mumbai is made for INR  

  11,76,169/- vide UTR No. BARBH14085754041 from our same Bank  

  account bearing NO.12510200000430 [which is substantiated from the  

  attached Bank letter]; 

26/03/2014 Payment transfer details of the RTGS made in favour of IATA is   

  communicated at 13.24 pm [much ahead IATA office closing hours i.e.  

  17.00 hours IST]; 
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27/03/2014 Notice of Irregularity is served to us subjected as Overdue remittance for  

  the full amount of INR 63,224,310/>>; 

 

- << … it happened due to human error but genuinely it was not intentional as it is 

evident from our clear track record collectively from our various accredited 

locations>>. 

 

 

III. The Respondent’s arguments in summary 

 

In the Respondent’s words: 

<<27 Mar 14 - Notice of Irregularity served due to cheque return.  Agent sent email 

explaining that due to human error, the cheque was dated with year 2016 thus was 

rejected by the Bank; 

27 Mar 14 - IATA received bank letter confirming cheque was returned due to "Post-

Dated" being the year wrongly written.  This was not bona fide bank error, withdrawal 

request was thus disapproved; 

28 Mar 14 - IATA received 2nd bank letter stating cheque was returned due to technical 

reason.  However, scanned copy of said cheque, image is clear and readable Post-Dated 

cheque; 

Irregularity was served due to dishonoured cheque as per Reso 818g Attachment sec. 1.  

Withdrawal process follows the same Reso sec. 1.7.4.3.  However, as per the 1st bank 

letter and the Agent's explanation, the reason of the cheque being dishonored does not 

fall under "bank error" category>>. 

 

 

IV. Oral Hearing 

 

Pursuant Paragraph 2.3 of Resolution 820e and Rule No. 14 of the Rules of Practice and 

Procedure, this Commissioner, acting upon both Parties’ agreement on waiving their 

rights to an oral hearing, had decided to base her decision only on the written 

submissions that have been filed by both of them. 
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III. Considerations leading to conclusion 

 

From the submissions and evidence provided by both Parties, despite the mistake 

incurred by the Applicant when writing the year information on the cheque to honour 

the remittance in question, two undisputed facts seem to arise to the surface, they being: 

(i) the proved fact that the Agent HAD indeed funds available to honour in full the 

remittance that it was due; and (ii) that the Agent, himself, realised the mishap and 

immediately amended it, even before receiving any notice from IATA, hence, at no 

moment in time where BSP Member Airlines' monies at risk nor this Agent had the 

intention not to fulfil his obligations as an Accredited Agent. 

 

This Commissioner agrees with the Respondent in the sense that the situation at hand 

does not qualify as a Bona Fide Bank Error, in the terms defined by Resolution 818g, 

Attachment “A”, Section 1.7.4. On the contrary, what happened in this case, from this 

Commissioner’s perspective, falls in to what Paragraph 13.9 of Resolution 818g defines 

as: 

 <<FORCE MAJEURE 
 The Agent shall not be liable for delay or failure to comply with the terms of the 
 Passenger Sales Agency Agreement to the extent that such failure…  
 
 (ii) is not the result of the Agent's lack of reasonable diligence (an 
 "Excusable Delay")>>. 
 

And following Commissioner’s Foged precedent (decision “Stop-N-Shop Travel and 

Tours vs. IATA”; dated April 24, 2014), considering that in this case also  

 <<The Agent has clearly taken prompt action to rectify the problem caused by the 

 use of a cheque ….. to the point where no delay was experienced with regard to 

 the BSP settlement with Airlines>>  

 

In addition to the fact that sufficient funds were available at all times in the Applicant’s 

Bank account; and, having in consideration the Respondent’s statement when indicated: 

<<… all the facts you have outlined as propounded by the Agent are absolutely correct 

and we emphatically concur with your view that there is no evidence whatsoever that the 

Agent committed any willful or inadvertent failure to fulfill his fiduciary obligations>>; 
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moreover, << The Agent has been consistent in making an honest representation of the 

facts supported by two successive letters from his banker>> 

 

 

IV. Decision 

 

Having carefully reviewed all the evidence and arguments submitted by the Parties in 

connection with this case; 

Having analysed the applicable Resolutions;  

It is hereby decided: 

 

- The Notice of Irregularity dated March 27, 2014 must be expunged and, thus, 

removed from the Applicant’s records. 

 

Decided in Vancouver, the 16th day of May 2014 

 
 
 
 

Verónica Pacheco-Sanfuentes 
Travel Agency Commissioner Area 1 

acting as Deputy TAC3 
 
 
Right to ask for interpretation or correction  
In accordance with Res 820e, § 2.10, any Party may ask for an interpretation or 
correction of any error which it may find relevant to this decision. The timeframe for 
these types of requests will be 15 days after receipt of the electronic version of this 
document. 
 
Right to seek review by arbitration 
As per Resolution 820e, Section 4 any Party has the right, if it considers aggrieved by 
this decision, to seek review by Arbitration, in accordance with the provisions of 
Resolution 824, Section 14, once the above mentioned time frame would have elapsed. 

 
Note: The original signed version of this decision will be sent to the Parties by regular 
mail, once the referred period for interpretation/corrections would have expired.  


